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All about me: 
Subject:I like math,science,handwork. 
Movie/tv:gundam,halo. 
Hobby:study,chess,gundam,minecraft,halo,call of duty. 
Music:eh never mind 
When,I come Canada I know here is good area I never saw so good before,here’s air 
people most so good.\(o-o)/ 
 
When I was young I was play chess. 
Here have a news so funny. 
6 days learn to go? impossible! Four strongest brain challenge fails 
At 11:59 on April 8, 2016 Dayang - Guangzhou Daily I have something to say (169 
participants) [Article 
Brain strongest players to challenge the world champion Mi Yu Ting brain strongest 
players to challenge the world champion Mi Yu Ting 
 
Guangzhou Daily News (Reporter Shi Shaozong) yesterday, 4 "the strongest brain" 
Challenge in Beijing, "Go Express" and eventually all fail, no one can beat vocational 
expert at being let 9 sub-case, no one can with chess equality and against the early 
part of the amateur Go chess computer program to win, though against two AI Go 
game due to time constraints but failed to live is finished, but the two "strongest brain" 
has shown a potential failure. This proves the fact that before people believe, even 
the prodigious memory of "the strongest brain" in just six days from the time it is 
impossible to completely crash will not go to the level of the amateur segment. 
 
This is an event, most of the brain's learning time, strictly speaking, less than six 
days. However, time is not a critical issue, the situation from the game point of view, 
even a week or two weeks to learn, it is difficult to reach the level of the amateur 
segment. 
 
Go rules are simple, but unlike chess as intuitive, not easy to really learn, network 



called "really crazy uncle," Go coach Li Feng claiming to be "invented" applies only to 
adults but a completely inappropriate for children Go teaching methods. It is reported 
that the Go Teaching ideas and real-life truth analogy, people go to see the truth, then 
sentiment in chess, the practice, which completely subverts the conventional teaching 
methods go, most people think that Go quick fix do not fly. Nie Weiping said: "Go in 
popular areas I'm not good, so the adults can so quickly reach a segment of amateur 
skeptical challenges but whether successful or not, I want to go for adults learning 
methods can occur, so that more. Go people understand. "grandmaster Nie Weiping 
was a witness of this challenge, although the challenge that day because he 
participated in activities in the field, Go and not playing, but the world champion Mi 
Yuting sent to verify most of the brain's level, It also sent Nie Weiping Go Dojo Zhao 
Zhelun four oversight game. 
 
Objectively, this challenge to prove Go quick fix does not make much sense, not to 
mention that four of the strongest brain ultimately could not pass the 9 sub-career 
master off. Moreover, the six consecutive days of high intensity training is also 
learning not universal, or should go a considerable period of time in order to 
understand and comprehend, more importantly, have a lot of training game, which 
require a lot of time. The "experiment" has demonstrated the strongest brain have 
good memories of law in the process of learning chess in effect is not large, is the 
need to go more often to their own understanding and judgment, we should always 
pay attention to global trends alone memory is not acceptable. The strongest of the 
brain, although ultimately failed, but it felt great harvest, "cube blind twist up" Gu 
Liping said: "My personal goal has been reached, previously seen students will go 
under very envious of, and now I can complete underground after a game of chess, 
and chess and understand the way of thinking. " 
So funny,they’re so crazy chess go is the most hard chess in the world. 
Such as me I use 2 years to learn  
 
Before my school only 3 guys know how to play it.(3000students) 
 I don’t know how to write end. 
So this is end 

 


